Hospitality solutions

We make access in life
smart and secure

dormakaba 360° City
Immerse yourself in our virtual city.

360°
City

We would like to take you around the 3D world of dormakaba in the dormakaba
360° City. In this virtual world we demonstrate where and how you can implement
dormakaba’s extensive product portfolio within your company:

•dormakaba solutions depicted in a three-dimensional environment from the
perspective of a user
•Plenty of detailed product information including key benefits, exploded views,
configuration options for finishes or materials, factsheets, films and images
•Explanation of function principles
•Available in twelve different languages and country versions
•Multi-award winning app
•All products can be viewed and explored with a virtual reality headset.
•Virtual reality tours offer an opportunity to experience dormakaba products installed
in a scenario.
•With the help of a virtual reality headset you can see things from the perspective of a
user and have fun navigating through the different segments.
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dormakaba solutions for Hospitality and Leisure
Building a better guest experience.
At dormakaba, we understand the importance of security, convenience
and quality in the technology that is placed throughout your hotel.
With a high volume of visitors day and night, everything has to run
seamlessly and effortlessly.
To achieve that, we’ll support you from the first planning step right up
to full-time operation.
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Attractive entrance systems for access to the
hotel.

02

Customised access management and
administration for guests and staff

03

Controlled access to guest rooms with
electronic hotel door locks

04

Exclusivity and flexibility in spa and fitness
areas with aesthetically pleasing doors and
secure locker options

05

Glass door systems for restaurant areas,
creating comfort all year round

06

Customised service package from planning to
maintenance of access solutions
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How do you make a great first impression?
With an inviting looking entrance and a warm
welcome

A welcoming, properly functioning entrance system
is the first step to enhancing the guest experience.
Our portfolio includes automatic sliding, swing, and
revolving doors in a variety of configurations and
programming options
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We offer a total range of automatic slide and swing doors
to assist with access into and around your building, and
can help to ensure the requirements of the Equality Act
are met.
If operating space is an issue then our folding or spacesaving doors provide the perfect solution. We also offer a
complete range of both manual and automatic revolving
doors.
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ST FLEX Green Automatic Sliding Door
Illustrating our commitment to increasing
energy efficiency and improving the
sustainability of buildings, the ST FLEX Green
comes with outstanding thermal insulation
despite the slender frame.

BST Curved Sliding Door
BST is a complete curved sliding door package
which creates an extremely impressive
entrance and occupies significantly less space
than a traditional straight sliding door.

KTV Revolving Doors
Revolving doors create an impressive entrance
to a building that is ideal for use in high traffic
areas such as hotels,

The unit is available in a wide range of sizes
and configurations offering designers and
architects the ultimate in design flexibility.

KTV revolving doors as the central element of
an attractive and energy efficient entrance.
Improves control of public traffic and ease of
passage for users.

It satisfies the requirements of the latest
energy-saving building regulations for
England and Wales.
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Automatic entrance systems in the lobby ensure a smooth transition
between inside and out, promote ease of access and provide a thermal
buffer from the outside.
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ED100/ED250A Automatic Swing Door
A compact swing door operator
ED100/ ED250A, is perfect for both new build
and retrofitting to existing doors – both
internal and external. The cover features the
attractive Contur design and pairs of
operators can be housed in a continuous
aluminium cover, thereby offering complete
design flexibility.

FFT Flex Green Space Saving Door
An important feature of the FFT Flex Green
folding door is that it occupies the minimum
of the door opening width and extremely little
in depth.
This makes it especially suitable for narrow
door openings, passageways and for other
locations where space is limited.

Find out more information about
our Entrance Systems
dormakaba.co.uk/entrancesystems
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dormakaba access management
systems provide centralised auditing and
accurate reporting as an efficient
method of managing and controlling
access through collecting both software
and lock data.
Our Wireless Online System is ideal for
hotels seeking the ultimate in security
and guest convenience while maximising
operational efficiency.

Ambiance™ Access Management Software
Manage property access for guests and authorised users.
Access rights differ for guests and staff, depending on the time, room and individual. With intelligent
access control, everything takes care of itself – in the entrance, lift, guest rooms and in public areas.
Our electronic locks are supported by dormakaba’s robust access management software. Our multi-platform
solutions offer the convenience of both RFID card and mobile access for a seamless technology experience. Features
include an array of access control workflows for both guest and staff access. Our wireless online access
management solution is ideal for hotels seeking superior functionality, monitoring, security and guest convenience
while maximising operational efficiency.
Backed by a library of web services and Application Program Interfaces (API), Ambiance, our next generation access
management software, easily interfaces with hotel property management systems. Property configuration, user
and staff management, access management and scheduling are now easier to control whether you are managing
one lock or 1000. Our systems provide unparalleled performance, scalability and flexible deployment options to
meet security requirements for hotel properties of any size.
Ambiance has the flexibility to be deployed on a mobile device or traditional workstation without usability loss due
to its HTML5 architecture. Property managers can make changes in minutes to manage, configure and authenticate
access to meet property conditions for multiple locations.
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Flexible access management
as standard.
The web-based Ambiance Access Management Software can be integrated into property management systems
(PMS) for seamless access control. It’s simple and quick to allocate access rights and issue access cards, as well
as configure and manage user profiles.
• For smart Bluetooth apps
• For multi-site management
• For all types of rooms and lifts
• For guests, employees and suppliers
• For user-oriented service
• For real-time monitoring and analysis

Find out more information about our Ambiance Access Management Software at
dormakaba.co.uk/ambiance

Perfect for all guests:
The Ambiance software provides guests with
an easy to understand system; a practical
card that allows easy access to all relevant
areas, such as car park, rooms, fitness
studio or roof-terrace pool. Flexible security,
independently of reception – with appealing
simplicity.
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What do guests expect before they open their
room door?
Maximum convenience, and security.
Come in and feel at home. Looking to add value to your
hotel? The lock of the hotel room door should reflect the
quality of the hotel. Your guest should be able to enter
their room without a problem - whether by key card or
smartphone. The access management system supporting
the lock should be convenient for hotel staff also and
should be efficient and user-friendly.
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Flexible and stable. Scanning an authorised card on
the electronic hotel lock, such as Confidant or Saffire,
generates trust. The entry control system, featuring
contactless RFID technology, is suitable for every hotel, as
well as being good value and versatile. Authorisation can
be granted regardless of the location of the door locks.
There is no need for routing of power or data cables.
Secure and responsive. Hotels require an efficient way
to manage all access authorisations. Monitoring and
recording are essential for the management of all areas
of the hotel. Organising complex, time linked and needs
based access rights is also straightforward.
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Quantum RFID
The Saflok Quantum RFID offers a unique
and award winning two piece modular
design for a sleek look and superior lock
performance. The lock is easy to use and
works with the Ambiance software for online
access management solution and superior
control and monitoring.
This Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) capable
lock can operate using the dormakaba Mobile
Access Solutions, allowing guests to use their
mobile devices as their room key.
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RT Plus
The RT Plus is a rugged full body electronic
lock that offers contactless technology to
enhance guest convenience and improve
operational efficiency. This durable lock is
easy to use and works with Ambiance Access
Management solution.

Confidant
The Confidant RFID asserts a softer, more
engaging look to reflect true hospitality.
Together with graceful lines and clean
aesthetics, its RFID contactless technology
enhances the guest experience while
extending the service life of the lock. This
ultra-modern lock conveniently functions with
Ambiance Access Management solution and
stand-alone device.

Mobile Access: This Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) capable lock can operate using the
dormakaba Mobile Access Solutions, allowing
guests to use their mobile devices as their
room key.

This Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) capable
lock can operate using the dormakaba Mobile
Access Solutions, allowing guests to use their
mobile devices as their room key.

Find out more information about our
Hotel Locks
dormakaba.co.uk/hotellocks

04 Quantum Pixel

The Quantum Pixel is distinguished by
advanced technology concealed within
the door.

dormakaba hotel locks offer a selection of locking and access control systems to connect guests with your hotel. From limited
service properties to deluxe destination resorts, dormakaba leads the hospitality industry in developing and implementing
total enterprise security for guest room doors and public spaces, that include radio frequency identification (RFID), wireless
online systems, smart room and energy management interfaces and now, secure Mobile Access Solutions.
Our electronic hotel locks and access management systems provide security, efficiency and convenience. Every locking system
operates as either stand-alone or online, integrating seamlessly with the hotel’s Property Management System
(PMS) to create a secure environment and positive guest experience.
Smart access: Mobile Access Solutions
Immediate access to your hotel room with your smartphone - quickly and securely using Bluetooth. The registration data for
dormakaba mobile access is activated via LEGIC Connect. The LEGIC Connect Service is provided via a scalable high-security
data centre. The system can easily be expanded to include other applications, such as access to parking spaces or lifts. The
guest’s smartphone has the option to utilise our BlueSky application, in addition to a partner hospitality app or fully
integrated chain app. The app is easy to understand and connects with bluetooth enabled locks, just download the app for
iOS and Android devices - and any hotel can be ready for tomorrow.
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Quantum Pixel
The Quantum Pixel is the newest addition
to dormakaba’s award winning Quantum
Series of RFID electronic locks. The
Quantum Pixel provides an easy to use,
secure, and flexible solution that is both
visually attractive and high performing. With
its electronics concealed within the door, the
Quantum Pixel’s visible hardware is minimal
resulting in a lock design that integrates
seamlessly with any hotel decor.
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Saffire LX
Saffire LX features sophisticated RFID
technology in a contemporary, understated
design. Its high performance represents
a secure, flexible solution bringing online
capabilities and convenience to satisfy the
technology needsof hotel properties, while
optimising the guest experience.
Saffire LX is offered as a BLE-enabled lock
that is combined with Ambiance, to make
mobile access a reality - simply and securely.

Guests can safely use their mobile device to
access any door in the hotel equipped with
Quantum Pixel.
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How can you ensure your guests don’t just
stay, but they have an experience?
All inclusive comfort
For the spa or fitness areas of a hotel a feel of quiet seclusion from the flurry of reception
and foyer areas are required. To achieve this, we combine sophisticated design with
reliable security with our sliding doors and electronic locks, to elegantly divide spaces.
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CS 80 Magneo
Outstanding user convenience and unique
operational behaviour characterise the automatic sliding door operator CS 80 MAGNEO.
The door is magnetically driven and therefore silent in operation. Additonally the drive
method allows for unparalleled levels of
safety for the user.
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Mechanical Key Systems
Mechanical key systems offer outstanding
physical security solutions applicable to
a wide range of applications within the
hospitality industry. Whether it be through
the use of standalone cylinders or through
the use of a master key system, the use of
a physical patent protected key provides
assurance and user confidence.
Dormakaba extensive range of cylinders,
furniture and cabinet locks offer guests
and visitors total reassurance that the their
belongings can be locked away, securely.
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Kerberos Tripod Turnstiles
dormakaba Kerberos Tripod turnstiles can
be used for access control to make life easier
for reception staff at entrances to hotels
including their leisure facilities. They are quick,
reliable and easy to use.
Our tried and tested control technology
regulates the flow of people with ease, even
at the busiest times of day. Kerberos tripod
turnstiles are compatible with all types of ID
readers and are available in seven different
versions.
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HSW Flex Therm
The HSW FLEX Therm horizontal sliding wall
system is a good choice wherever greater
temperature differences must be separated from
each other. Thanks to its easy latch operation on
the pivoting/sliding panel, the HSW FLEX Therm
makes it really simple to switch the panel function
in an instant. All other function elements are
invisibly integrated into the re-designed, linear
frame system.

There is no limit to what your restaurant can offer, not even in terms of space. Inside and
outside restaurants are smartly united and practically separated – creatively positioned
glass ensures a delightful atmosphere.
Tailored Access

Locking systems

A spa area is a space reliant on the atmosphere you
create. Areas like this are often visited by external guests
as well as hotel residents. Individual access rights are
crucial to ensure customers can easily navigate the facility
whilst preserving the desired atmosphere for guests.

Guests using facilities within your hotel gym and spa
areas need reassurance that they can leave their property
securely.

Our access management systems facilitate the tailoring
of guest access for each individual meaning guests can
navigate the area effortlessly.

Securing your locker areas using furniture or cabinet
locks, coupled with master key capability, offers high
security and provides guests with convenience, as well as
the confidence to leave their property whilst using your
facilities.

Maintain Privacy

Pleasant transparency

A multifunctioning space such as a gym or spa comes
with the challenge of creating private areas, such as for
massage or yoga, whilst complimenting the welcoming
aesthetics.

Your restaurant area is a space for your guests to come
and enjoy. To aid this, we offer solutions which help to
ensure that they feel welcome and comfortable. An area
which offers a regulated temperature and an openess to
enjoy the surrounding vista will draw your customers to
your dining area.

A quiet automatic sliding door, maintains the
atmoshphere, while proving efficient privacy.

A sliding door system creates a restaurant area with
an open connection to the outdoors in summer, while
thermally sealing it in the winter.

Find out more information
dormakaba.co.uk/entrancesystems
dormakaba.co.uk/turnstiles
dormakaba.co.uk/mks
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Rest Easy
If your guest room is out of order, it’s costing you money. When you choose dormakaba, you are supported by a
nationwide team of local, accredited and fully trained engineers throughout the UK & Ireland, 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. Our specialised service covers access control systems, automatic door, manual door closers, industrial doors
and roller shutters to offer you a complete solution from front to back of house. Our scalable Service Plans have
been designed to help you maintain your systems on a fixed yearly budget. All our equipment has excellent reliability,
however with our Service Plans, you can extend the life cycle, reduce any downtime and have access to emergency
service support. Giving you and your guests peace of mind and a good night’s sleep.
To discuss your servicing requirements please call 0870 000 5625.

Quality assurance at every step
dormakaba UK & Ireland operate a mature and comprehensive quality management system that has been
consistently certified to BS EN19001 for many years. Our high standards and commitment to all aspects of Health
and Safety are recognised by the achievement of ISO OHSAS 18001:2007 and our commitment to the environment
with ISO 14001:2004.

Automatic Door
Suppliers Association
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Although aesthetics and usability are
important, the safety of your guests, staff
and visitors is paramount.
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To maximise safety, dormakaba offer a number of fire
safety products to keep everyone as safe as possible,
should the worst happen. Concealed fixings eliminate the
ability to tamper with or remove the door closer, should
the temptation arise, which could pose considerable
danger to residents if a fire were to break out.
Safety Testing
Whilst a CE mark does show that a product has been
certified to meet the required standards, this is not
sufficient on its own to ensure that a door closer is
suitable for an intended fire door. The CERTIFIRE scheme
provides the specifier with the information needed to
ensure the door closer is suitable and certificated for
particular door type and particular application both
mechanically and from a fire perspective.
Practical and usable for all
With individuals navigating your building, ranging in age
and physical capabilities, it is imperative that any fire
doors are easy to use and do not negatively impact the
access of residents.
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An adjustable powered high efficiency door closer allows
the device to have its closing force adjusted to the
exact requirements of the door to which it is fitted, thus
keeping the opening force required to a minimum whilst
exerting the required closing force.
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Find out more information about our
Hotel Locks
dormakaba.co.uk/doorclosers
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TS 93
The TS 93 cam action door closer system
provides a high quality architectural
solution for all project application
requirements, featuring a heart shaped
cam to ensure exceptional ease of opening.

TS 92
Designed especially for interior
applications the TS 92 features the unique
Cam action technology and the award
winning Contur design for enhanced
aesthetics, making this closer an ideal
choice for any interior project.

ITS 96
The ITS 96 cam action door closer system
provides a high-quality solution featuring
a heart-shaped cam to ensure exceptional
ease of opening with the unit totally
concealed within the door leaf.

Successfully Third Party Tested to BS
EN1154

Successfully Third Party Tested to BS
EN1154

Successfully third party tested to BS
EN1154
CERTIFIRE Approved CF140

CERTIFIRE Approved CF119
CERTIFIRE Approved CF119
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Our products
Lodging Systems

Electronic Access & Data

Hotel locks and locking systems as well as
access management solutions for holiday
homes

Electronic access control and workforce
management for efficient access
management, security and data collection

Door Hardware

Entrance Systems

Solutions for residential or
commercial projects

Automated access solutions for
convenient access to buildings

Interior Glass Systems

Safe Locks

System solutions made from glass
for a wide range of everyday and
office applications

Security locks for preventing unauthorised
access to goods, valuables, information
or hazardous substances

Mechanical Key Systems

Services

Systems that enable access rights and key
control to all rooms within the premises

Tailor-made services and customised
maintenance for long-term functional
integrity of access and security solutions

dormakaba UK & Ireland
E: info.gb@dormakaba.com
Wilbury Way, Hitchin
Hertfordshire
SG4 0AB
T: +44(0)1462 477600
F: +44(0)1462 477601

